Name:
Teacher:
Class:
Date:

"Children are made readers on the laps of their parents." - Emilie Buchwald
In the spirit of remembering our childhood reading experiences, we will be participating in Storytime
twice a week in the classroom. For this assignment, each of you will take on the role of the “Reader”.
You will need to choose a children’s picture book to share with the class on your assigned day.

My assigned date is: _____________________________________________________________

“Some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed,
and some few are to be chewed and digested.” - Francis Bacon
In order to help us, your audience, to be able to truly taste and digest your book,
you will be required to bring in a snack to go along with your story. All snacks
should relate in some way to the book that you are reading.
For this assignment you will be graded on the following CRITERIA:
1. Story: The storybook you have chosen is childlike and fun and should take about 5-10 minutes to present.
All books should be given to Ms. Haak a week before your reading day, so that the pictures can be scanned
and displayed on the screen during your presentation.
2. Introduction: Before reading the book, you must do a short introduction. Explain what you like about the
book (Be Specific) or share a theme or a lesson the book presents. Make sure to read the title and share the
author and illustrator information before you begin reading.
3. Presentation: Your voice should be entertaining. The story should be presented as if you are reading
to a child. Practice reading beforehand. Include animated voices, sound effects, and purposeful pauses to
make the reading more interesting.
4. Snack: Snack relates to the story that you are presenting.
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Stellar Good Adequate Inadequate
Introduction: Introduction includes what you like about the
book (Be Specific) or a theme or lesson the book teaches. Read
title + author’s and illustrator’s names.
Presentation: Your voice should be entertaining. The story
should be presented as if you are reading to a child. Include
animated voices, sound effects, and purposeful pauses to make
the reading more interesting.
Story: The storybook you have chosen is childlike and fun and
should take about 5-10 minutes to present. Pictures are
scanned and displayed.
Snack: Snack relates to the story that you are presenting.

Total Points

/32

